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Drum roll please…This week’s parasha is THE moment of revelation; God speaks the 10 

commandments. For many, this is the foundation of Jewish law and the Jewish life-

style. Throughout the centuries, we have been referred to as the “people of the Book”; 

but how many of us non-Orthodox Jews define themselves in such a way? It is easy as an 

American Jew to shy away from the traditional Halachic life-style and choose one that 

was more Americanized. We choose to define mitzvot as “good deeds” rather than 

Divine imperatives. In doing so, we have lost one of the truest and most Jewish ways to 

understand the first of the 10 Commandments: “I am ADONAI, your God…” 

In his book Renewing the Covenant, Rabbi Eugene Borowitz [d. 2015] wrote: “[We now] 

expected that education, cultural creativity, economic expansion, and political action—

not observance of the Torah— would bring us to a Messianic age. Ethics became our 

surrogate for mitzvot; the concert hall, bookstore, and university replaced the bet 

midrash. Those who still talked of God largely meant an idea that unified their ever-

expanding humanistic worldview . . .  In sum, non-Orthodox American Jewish 

spirituality, in ways typical of every modernized Jewry, now sought human fulfillment 

through Western culture rather than through the Written and Oral Law.” Yup, Rabbi 

Borowitz has a point—the Jewishness of mitzvot has become merely ethical values, 

rather than a core of Jewish ethnicity in this country. Our modernization and 

Americanization has come at a price, we lost a Jewish identity that came with a Jewish 

legal mindset. 

 *Sigh* Let’s think about reclaiming a truer understanding of being bound to mitzvot; let 

us not be so turned off by the demands of the halachic world. Villanova professor Chaim 

Saiman wrote in 2018, Halakhah: The Rabbinic Idea of Law. In it, he noted that Jewish 

law was different than any other type of law. He wrote: “[T]he term “Jewish law” fails to 

do justice to halachah . . . I have spent a decade and a half among accomplished legal 

scholars, and am fortunate to know very successful lawyers. Yet I have never been to a 

stadium full of people celebrating the Constitution, much less the Tax Code; have never 

heard a law professor address a church group on the details of contract law…” Living 

with Jewish in Jewish law can be exciting, enriching, and engaging. It creates a 

framework to see the world with a transcendence that rationality could never ascend. In 

addition to defining how and what of living, it peppers the why with a sense of awe. 

Don’t take my word for it—check out Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik who wrote: “The goal of 

Halakha is self-creation, individuality, autonomy, uniqueness, and freedom. However, 

it is a complex freedom that of the man of God is embodied in his perception of the 

norm as an existential law of his own individual and spiritual independent being…”  For 

him, Halakha of Orthodoxy was not isolating nor xenophobic; it was a unique way to be 



the truest self! A person chooses through study and intellectual consciousness. A person 

chooses to dedicate rather than be aloof from being—each moment has a consciousness 

that brings task at hand, methodology, and God into being. Now, that is pretty cool in 

my eyes! 

How would one do this? Move to Monsey? Swear off anything that isn’t marked 

“Kosher”? Hardly—it requires an active intellect that is attuned and mindful of one’s 

existence on a moment-to-moment basis. Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel phrased it 

this way: “A Jew is asked to take a leap of action rather than a leap of thought: to 

surpass his needs, to do more than he understands in order to understand more than he 

does. In carrying out the word of the Torah he is ushered into the presence of spiritual 

meaning. Through the ecstasy of deeds, he learns to be certain of the presence of God. 

Jewish Law is a sacred prosody. The divine sings in our deeds, the divine is disclosed in 

our deeds. Our effort is but a counterpoint in the music of His will. In exposing our lives 

to God, we discover the divine within ourselves and its accord with the divine beyond 

ourselves.” 

Still don’t get it? Let’s try this analogy—growing up on Long Island in the 1960s and 

1970s, there was a small department store chain called “Symms”—lots of factory rejects 

for mis-weaves or some mistake on the production line. The tag-line of their commercial 

was this: “Shop at Symms, where an educated consumer is our best customer.” That is 

what an American; Liberal-Jewish-affiliated person should aspire to–being an educated 

consumer of Jewishness in order to be the best customer of living righteously here and 

now.  

What does it mean to have the definition of mitzvot as commandments in one’s life?   

What does it mean to have some sort of Jewish law influencing your way of life? It 

means being mindful and attuned. It means being fulfilled and realized with each step 

one takes. And let me suggest that we all start with knowing that first commandment: “I 

am Adonai your God…” 

 

 


